
English 193 
Poetic Experiment: The Tritina 
 
 
For this exercise, we will take a moment to step back from argumentative / thesis-driven writing 
to experiment with our words and ideas in poetic form. 
 
 
Steps to Follow 
 

1) Copy and paste the full text of your Essay 3. 
 

2) Go to www.wordle.net and create a Wordle from your essay. Admire it and see which 
words / concepts seem most important. 

 
3) Select three words and use them to write a tritina. Choose carefully! 

 
4) Take pleasure in the poetic form: think about sound, feel, rhythm, and repetition, 

allowing these elements to be as important as sense in your composition. 
 

5) If, after 10 minutes or so, you conclude that you really hate writing formalist poetry, 
abandon the tritina form and write a poem (again using important words/conceps 
from your Wordle) in any form you like. But give the tritina a try first. 

 
 
  
How to Construct a Tritina 
 
Julie Larios of Numero Cinq magazine explains the construction of a tritina as follows: 
 

“Following the rules for that form is groan-inducing, unless you do it, as Ponsot does, for 
pleasure.  There are three tercets, with repeating end-words as follows: ABC, CAB, BCA. 
The envoi – a single line – must include all those end words in their original ABC order.  
 
“Like I said, it’s torture unless you think it’s fun. If you’re game, try writing one. Produce 
anything that makes sense and sounds like normal English, both syntactically correct and 
fluid. Make sure it obeys the rules. Pay attention to sound.  Make it musical.  
 
“If you can do it as gracefully as Ponsot does, and enjoy it as you do it, my hat is off to 
you. ‘The delicious realization that what someone’s reading aloud is a sestina gives you a 
little kick in the back of your ear,’ says Ponsot of the form that causes much teeth-
grinding to lesser poets.  ‘Some other use of the word six lines away, it’s really very 
pleasant.’” 

 
 
 



 
 
Example of a Tritina 
 
 
 

LIVING ROOM 
 
The window’s old & paint-stuck in its frame. 
If we force it open the glass may break. 
Broken windows cut, and let in the cold 
 
to sharpen house-warm air with outside cold 
that aches to buckle every saving frame 
& let the wind drive ice in through the break 
 
till chair cupboard walls stormhit all goods break. 
The family picture, wrecked, soaked in cold, 
would slip wet & dangling out of its frame. 
 
Framed, it’s a wind-break. It averts the worst cold. 

 
      —Marie Ponsot 
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